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PREFACE
Teaching Proficiency through Reading and Storytelling® is continuously
evolving in order to offer the best strategies for helping learners acquire languages in the classroom. Over the last 30 years TPRS® has “picked up” new
ideas and has changed some of the original ideas. This evolution has happened for a variety of reasons, but the focus is and will continue to be on how
to maximize Comprehensible Input in order to provide the language necessary to develop proficiency. In TPRS®, proficiency is defined as the ability to
comprehend and be comprehended in familiar and unfamiliar contexts. One
of the recent articulations on this issue comes from Professor Bill VanPatten.
During the National TPRS® Conference in 2017, VanPatten stated that a consensus about the definition of communication would help align classroom
practices with principles essential for language acquisition.
Communication =
• “. . . a continuous process of expression
• interpretation, and
• negotiation of meaning” (Savignon, 1997, p. 14)
• “applies to both written and
• spoken language.” (p. 14)
• “. . . dependent on the roles of the participants,
• the situation, and
• the goal of the interaction” (p. 28).
• Goals: cognitive-informational and psycho-social (Lee & VanPatten,
2003).
Building on Sandra Savignon’s definition of communication, Bill VanPatten shared a working definition of communication that TPRS® accepts and
implements. “Communication is the expression, interpretation, and sometimes negotiation of meaning in a given context. What is more, communication is also purposeful.”
TPRS® is often viewed as a pre-reading teaching strategy. Reading requires interactions with a text but as a prerequisite, language must begin its
growth in the learner’s head. TeacherTalks are an easy way to categorize all
the possibilities for implementing TPRS® and creating classrooms that are
driven by communication and comprehensible input.

PictureTalks are discussed with a variety of vocabulary and grammatical
structures and demonstrate the use of the language. Some of the most organic
language experiences can occur just by discussing pictures.
PropTalk is a powerful tool to engage and re-engage students in a communicative event. Use props to start a lesson, and then that prop becomes the
focus of discussion. Many questioning techniques that provide comprehensible input can be used while presenting with a prop. Students can build a great
deal of language around common objects like a cell phone, a coffee cup, or the
various doors that a key might unlock. Exercise equipment, instruments, and
food naturally involve students because they want to encounter these things
everyday.

MusicTalk incorporates music and music videos in the classroom. There
are always characters, settings, and storylines to discuss. This is the case for
almost any song. Before, during, or after using a song, various features of the
Target Language can be used. Lyrics of songs are forms of poetry and literature
and they can be analyzed and discussed as such.

ArtTalks can be very basic questions about colors and settings, or they can
lend themselves to more intricate conversations that make cultural, historical,
and social connections.

EventTalks bring events into the context of the classroom. Examples could
include a wedding, traveling in an airport, or even something as ordinary as
the morning wake-up routine. On the surface some of these events can be
mundane, but one little detail can make the talks exciting and unique.

CultureTalks help to engage students in learning about another culture.
These conversations emphasize the “relationship of perspectives, practices,
and products of the culture.” They could be done through using many of the
other types of “talk” mentioned on this page.

StudentTalks are sessions of interview-like conversations with students
about their lives.

ActorTalk leverages a common technique found in TPRS® when incorporating student actors into a story. See “Triangling” in order to learn more
about developing this strategy for classroom interaction.

MovieTalk is a highly engaging and uses popular videos found on YouTube
(or other online video platforms) to narrate, paraphrase, and dramatize stories.
See the complete resource Look, I Can MovieTalk for more.
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What is TPRS®?
TPRS® stands for Teaching Proficiency
through Reading and Storytelling.

TPRS® is a method of second-language teaching that uses highly-interactive stories to provide comprehensible input and create an immersion-like environment. TPRS® maximizes classroom input so
that it is both engaging and comprehensible while increasing the frequency of vocabulary and phrases
the students encounter.
It is important to always use the 5 Basic TPRS® Skills whenever possible to facilitate acquisition for
students. These skills/strategies include the following:
1. Circling, a strategy for repetition or frequency
2. Point and Pause, a strategy for processing
3. Staying in-bounds, which is another way of saying “limit vocabulary”
4. Choral responses, a strategy for interaction, engagement, and comprehension
5. Slow speech, a strategy for comprehension
All 5 of these simple teacher skills have a tremendous effect in creating optimal conditions for acquisition.

Circling starts with a statement in the Target Language. After making the statement, the instructor offers repetition of the language through varied questions. While the instructor focuses on the
language being used in a narrow way, the learners’ brains are focused on the meaning and are given
ample opportunities to process the language while focusing on the meaning itself. By answering the
questions, the students are able to interact
with the input in novel but repetitive ways.
Pointing and pausing at the question
words and words written on the board (or
displayed somehow) is highly beneficial to
language learners. Humans are wired to receive information and data through their
eyes. When teachers Point and Pause students are allowed time to process and comprehend words they are being exposed to.
Overlooking the skill of Point and Pause may
explain why teachers sometimes feel that
a comprehension-based approach doesn’t
work for them.

What is TPRS®? cont’d

Staying in-bounds, or limiting the amount of vocabulary in the year, leads to students acquiring
more language within the classroom time constraints. By using limited vocabulary, students are able
to use fewer words in more contexts. Conversely, don’t Shelter (Limit) Grammar, teach for meaning
any grammar needed for communication. TPRS® teachers teach grammar as vocabulary. Grammar
is taught through meaning by getting students to “feel” the grammar. The goal is to try not to shelter
tenses or key phrases. Introduce whatever tense or phrase is necessary to communicate. Oftentimes
classes start by using the past tense. Have them do readings in the present and past tenses. Use other
tenses when needed for whatever meaning in order to create authentic communication. Students
focus on the details of the story or conversation, not the language. Students acquire grammar and
vocabulary unconsciously. Learning language by feel is the key to developing fluency in a language.

Choral Responses help ensure that the group understands what is being said. Choral response
means that when the teacher asks a question to the class, every student responds. This type of engagement creates conditions for high levels of interaction, engagement, and gains in acquisition. As
students respond, teachers are gauging comprehension of students individually and of the group
through strength and speed of their responses.

Going slowly is such a simple yet highly effective strategy for creating conditions for high levels of
comprehension. A pause between words allows students to both comprehend and process language.
Speaking slowly is an acknowledgement that acquiring a new language is abstract and piecemeal and
it happens gradually over time.

The following are also important once one is familiar with the 5 Basic TPRS® Skills.

Triangling is a reminder to talk to your student actor, to add a parallel character and to add yourself as a character for comparing and contrasting purposes. This is done as a tool to stay on a structure
for more interesting and repetitive discussion, while using multiple instances of the first, second, and
third person forms of a verb in context.

Read more about PQA and Dramatization on pages 4-5.
Read more about Classroom Management on page xix.
Read more about Reading on page xi.
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KEY
PHRASES

at a glance

The key phrases used in this level 1 book are based on the
300 most frequent words in the language (Mark Davies. 2006,
A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish). Below is the order in which
they appear for the first time according to chapter. They are
shown in the following forms because they reflect the type of
communication that will be modeled using TPRS® Circling and
Triangling.

sale, sales, salgo, busca, buscas,
busco, compra, compras, compro, se llama, te llamas, me llama,
le gusta, te gusta, me gusta, vive,
vives, vivo, habla con, hablas con,
hablo con

salió, buscaba, compró, se llamaba, le gustaba, vivía, hablaba con,
habló con

Chapter 2

The following grammatical features are taught in this book. Present tense, past tenses (both
preterit and imperfect), articles, infinitives, conditional tense, gerund, reflective verbs, indirect and
direct object pronouns, verb conjugations within the context of oral stories (Ask-a-Story) and the
various readings found in the Mini-stories for Look, I Can Talk Student Text.
Chapter 1
había, era, estaba, tenia, quería,
fue, fui, le dijo, dije, dio, vio
hay, es, eres, soy, está, estás, estoy, tiene, tienes, tengo,
quiere, quieres, quiero, va, vas,
voy, le dice, da, das, doy, ve,
ves, veo

Chapter 4

fue de compras, vendía, llegó,
llevaba, creía, tenia que + infinitive, tomó la decisión, debía,
escribó, pagó, dejó

Chapter 3
leía, leyó, econtró, quería tener, no podia/pudo hablar, quería
comprar, trabajaba, podia /podia
comprar, sabía, jugaba, comenzó,
hizo

va de compras, vende, llega, lleva, creer, tiene que + infinitive,
toma la decisión, debe, escribe,
paga, deja

trató de + infinitive, esperaba, te
quedó, empezó, cuidaba, se ensució, siguió, volvió a + infinitive,
costó, puso, se puso

Chapter 6

lee, encuentra, quiere tener, no
puede hablar, quiere comprar,
trabaja, puede comprar, sabe,
juega, comienza, hacer

Chapter 5
quería ser, antes de + infinitive,
pensaba que podía, decidió hacer
un viaje, entendía, vino, cumplió
quiere ser, antes de + infinitive,
piensa que puede, decide hacer
un viaje, entiende, viene, cumple

trata de + infinitive, espera, te
queda, empieza, cuida, se ensucia,
sigue, vuelve a + infinitive, cuesta,
pone, se pone

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

canoa
cantar
carro
carta
casa
casi
celebración
celebrar
celular
centro
cerca
cerrado
chico
cien
cierto
cinco
cincuenta
ciudad
claro
clase
clásicos
comer
comenzar
comercial
comida
como
comprar
con
conmigo
conseguir
contento
contestar
contigo
continente
corbata
correr
cosa
costar
creer
cuarenta
cuatro
cuatrocientos
cuidar
cumplir

at a glance

a
abrigo
bueno
abrir
abuelo
acerca
aeropuerto
afuera
ahora
algo
alguien
algunos
allí
alta
andar
año
antes
anuncia
aquel
aquí
así
aún
aunque
avión
bailar
baño
barato
biblioteca
boca
boleto
bonito
bueno
búho
buscar
caballo
cada
calcetines
calidad
calle
calor
camello
caminar
camisa
canción

Vocab
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

133.heladería
134.helado
135.hermano
136.hijo
137.hombre
138.hoy
139.hoyos
140.ir
141.jugar
142.juntos
143.lápiz
144.largo
145.leer
146.librería
147.libro
148.limpiar
149.llamar
150.llegar
151.llevar
152.llorar
153.luego
154.lugar
155.mal
156.mañana
157.manera
158.manzana
159.más
160.menos
161.mes
162.mirar
163.misma
164.monos
165.mucho
166.mujer
167.mundo
168.muy
169.nada
170.nadie
171.necesitar
172.ninguno
173.niños
174.noventa
175.novio
176.nueva

177.o
178.oso
179.otro
180.país
181.pájaro
182.palabras
183.para
184.partido
185.pato
186.peces
187.pegar
188.película
189.pelota
190.pequeño
191.periódico
192.pero
193.perro
194.plátano
195.playas
196.pobre
197.poco
198.poder
199.poner
200.por
201.porque
202.preguntar
203.primer
204.problema
205.pronto
206.propio
207.pueblo
208.puerta
209.pues
210.que
211.quedar
212.querer
213.quinientos
214.recibir
215.regalo
216.reloj
217.responde
218.rio
219.ropa
220.saber

221.sacar
222.sala
223.salir
224.seguir
225.según
226.segundo
227.ser
228.siempre
229.siento
230.simpático
231.sin
232.situación
233.sobre
234.sucio
235.suelo
236.sur
237.tal
238.también
239.tampoco
240.tan
241.tanto
242.tarde
243.tener
244.tiempo
245.tienda
246.tocar
247.toda
248.todavía
249.todo
250.tomar
251.trabajar
252.treinta
253.triste
254.vender
255.venir
256.ver
257.verdad
258.viajar
259.vida
260.vieja
261.vivir
262.volver
263.y
264.zapatos

This is a list of all 264 words that appear in the LICT student text
for level one. The words in the list are given in one of the forms they appear in the student text. Additional forms, articles, colors, subject pronouns, object pronouns, possessive adjectives, and interrogatives have
been omitted.
89. dar
90. de
91. deber
92. decir
93. dejar
94. dependiente
95. desafortunadamente
96. desastre
97. desde
98. desilusionada
99. después
100.día
101.dieciocho
102.dientes
103.diez
104.empezar
105.en
106.encontrar
107.enero
108.enfrente
109.ensuciar
110.entender
111.entonces
112.entrar
113.equipo
114.escribir
115.esperar
116.estar
117.estrellas
118.estudiantes
119.fácil
120.fea
121.flor
122.frío
123.fritas
124.gato
125.gente
126.gritar
127.gustar
128.habitante
129.hablar
130.hacer
131.hacia
132.hay
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Organization
of this Resource

This Teacher’s Guide was written in an
easy to follow format.
Since there are many moving parts, the
pages indicate whether you’re working
on Key Phrases, Characters/Setting,
Circling and Triangling, Ask-a-Story, or
Reading.
Pro-Tips are also provided throughout
the book, while Simpli-Scripts have been
provided for the Ask-a-Stories in the first
three chapters.
For chapters 1 and 2, the Ask-a-Story,
is separated into three parts:
• Characters/Setting,
• Circling and Triangling, and
• Ask-a-Story.
Other headings might be omitted, especially in later chapters but can be referenced in the introductory section.
The readings found in the Student Text
also offers a variety of scaffolded resources: Short Readings, Main Readings, and
Additional Readings. Novels are introduced as an additional way to provide
scaffolded reading. Two suggested novels
are: Bart wants a cat and Poor Ana. However, teachers may decide to use other
novels based on their context or goals.
On the right is a brief overview of what
you’ll find in the Teacher’s Guide:

Key Phrases are the key fluency
phrases that are written on the board
with translation for all students to see.
These phrases are meant as a guide for
communication to occur.
Characters/Setting sections consist of ideas on how to add background
information to the stories.
Circling and Triangling
These sections offer guidance to teachers
for providing repetitive exposure while
communicating with individual students
and their class.

Ask-a-Story sections serve as a guide
for co-creating stories with a class. The
Ask-a-Story contains all of the key
phrases, a problem, several locations,
and a resolution to the problem.
Read and Discuss sections are
constructed to offer guidance and
suggestions for teaching the Main story
found in the LICT Student Text.
Pro-Tips are meant to serve as
reminders to incorporate key TPRS®
principles as well as additional ideas to
enhance instruction throughout the year.
Simpli-Scripts are teacher sheets for
Ask-a-Story. They are scripts for the Aska-Story process that a teacher could use
for their classes.

Ask-aStory
1. Make a statement

Incorporate PictureTalk with
the Ask-a-Story Powerpoint.
Available for download at TPRS
Books in the free section.

The first procedure is to make a statement. After making a statement, the teacher prompts the class to respond with an expression of interest. The expression of
interest can be a simple “ooohhhh”. Since most classes need constant reminders to
respond with expressions of interest, one effective prompt is to give them a visual
cue, such as raising your hands, which reminds the students to say “oooohhhhhh”.

2. Ask a question with known answer

The second procedure is to ask a question where the answer is known. For these
types of questions, the students’ role is to answer the questions out loud and chorally. As the students answer the questions, we have evidence of comprehension.
As the students answer the questions chorally, the teacher’s role is to verify the
answer. To verify the answer means to repeat the correct answer after the students
have answered the question chorally.

3. Ask a question with unknown answer

The third procedure is to ask a question where the answer is unknown. For these
types of questions, the students’ role is to guess the answer. The teacher encourages
the students to suggest “surprise” answers. The teacher either selects a suggestion
of his choice or tells the students the answer.

Guesses should be in the Target Language.
The lone exception is English proper nouns.
If the teachers asks the students a question and they do not have the language ability
to guess in the Target Language, then the
teacher will provide the answer.
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